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Economics of Small Businesses

- It is all about choices

- The five W’s

- Who

- What

- Where

- Why

- When
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Where and When

- Where

- Location of the business

- Advertisements are located

- When

- To advertise

- To decide on discounts

- To create a new product

- To launch a company
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Why and What 

- Why

- Purpose of the business

- Purpose of the choices you make

- Mission statement

- What

- Products are being sold

- The strongest advertising strategy
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Who

- To advertise to

- Is the target market

- To hire for the job

- Main focus of research is who and what
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Target Demographic

- A group of customers that a business 

focuses its advertisements on 

- Does not mean to exclude other customers

- Example targets:

- Gender

- Age

- Experiences
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Exclusions

- Target 

demographic is 

not the only 

market

- Advertising is 

not mutually 

exclusive
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Lux Leonis Skincare

- Luxury Skincare Brand

- Soaps, Candles, 

Cosmetics

- Naturally sourced 

ingredients

- Has a focus in 

education, public 

outreach, and the 

environment
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Lux Leonis Skincare Target Demographic

- Women in their thirties or older

- Often moms or working 

professionals

- Women who want naturally sourced 

products

- Environmentally sound women
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Green Advertising

- Value 

environmental 

benefits

- Value natural 

products

- Value 

sustainability
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Advertising Using Instagram

- On Instagram, 928 million reach in 

advertisements

- Over 1.07 billion active users on 

Instagram

- Over 200 million people visit a business 

page each day

- Reach

- Number of people who have seen an ad or 

post
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Reach

Organic Reach

● Number of people who see 

your post without paid 

promotion

● When you post anything, 

there will be organic 

reach

● A way for social media 

to measure how many 

times your posts have 

been interacted with

Paid Promotion

● Any advertisement done 

with a sum of money 

being interchanged

● Can come in many 

forms/does not always 

have to be money

○ Paying per post

○ Giving free product
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Influencer Marketing

- The use of online 

personalities to 

market products 

and businesses

- As of 2017, 86% of 

brands use 

influencers of 

some kind
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Lux Leonis Marketing Approach

- High usage of social media

- Instagram has more of a following

- Influencers used to create a broader 

reach

- Posts are made frequently to gain 

customer interaction

- Influencers were not paid because small 

businesses cannot afford to pay 

influencers
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Influencer Tactics

- Eco-friendly influencers

- Women 

- Hard working professionals and moms

- Have a smaller platform 

- Examples

- Ethicalbunny: 14.9k followers

- Thefynerlife: 13.4k followers

- Theprettylifta: 14k followers
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Lux Leonis Influencer Decisions

- Demographic: Eco-friendly/30s and older 

women

- Number of followers: usually between 10 

and 100k

- Influencer content: health, family, 

beauty

- Interaction level: high engagement 

through likes and comments 
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Question

- General posts are not mutually exclusive, 

so will there be losses in interaction 

from followers who do not fit the 

influencer demographic

- Example

- Lux Leonis sells men’s soap

- Will there be a decrease in the sale of 

men’s soaps?
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Hypothesis

● Since influencer 

marketing is becoming 

more prevalent in small 

businesses, Lux Leonis 

will start seeing an 

increase in traffic from 

influencer marketing 

rather than just using 

posts for organic reach.

● General posts: are not 

targeted to any one 

group in particular

● Influencer 

advertisements: marketed 

to influencer’s audience 

which is usually a 

target demographic
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Process

According to several influencer marketing websites, it takes 

approximately 2 to 4 months for influencer marketing campaigns to 

work. Using this logic, if influencer marketing is introduced, 

after 3 months, traffic will increase significantly on Lux Leonis’ 

Page compared to only organic reach. 

- Traffic: the amount of times a website has been visited in a 

day
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Correlation between Sales and Traffic

● Correlation coefficient of .348

● Mid strength positive correlation

Regression Statistics

Multiple R: 0.348159747

R Square: 0.121215209
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Data Analysis

- Gathered data from Instagram from 2020

- First Influencer post on 4/17/2020

- Took period before influencer post, a 

period of three months after post, and 

period after the three months

- Found averages for traffic and sales for 

before during and after the three month 

period
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Averages

● Traffic

○ Increased from 89.05 

to 97.74 to 105.62

○ Overall, a 19 percent 

increase from before 

to after the 3 month 

period

● Sales

○ Cannot disclose sales 

averages, but the 

percentage increased 

by 10%
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Engagement Rate

● Used to measure how many 

followers actually 

interact with the posts 

a page makes 

● Influencers have 1% 

increase over Lux 

Leonis, so it makes 

sense that there is 

higher traffic from 

influencers
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Paid Promotions

- Ongoing research

- Not enough data 

gathered yet to 

begin seeing Reach 

and Traffic for 

promotions

- Not enough money 

for paid 

promotions
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Conclusion

- Influencer marketing is more effective 

than organic reach

- Continuing research into paid promotions 

to compare to organic reach and 

influencer marketing
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